NOTE - THIS BRIDGE TRAFFIC BARRIER IS BASED ON TEST LEVEL 3 TRANSITION DETAIL AS PER AS/NZS 3845:1999.

NOTE - LAPPING OF GUARDRAIL END TERMINALS (NOT SHOWN TO SUIT IMPACT ON THE END OF THE TERMINAL)
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BRIDGE TRAFFIC BARRIER LAYOUT (WITH APPROACH SLAB)

ABUTMENT N° 1 - SHOWN
ABUTMENT N° 2 - SIMILAR

1. FOR NOTES REFER TO DRAWING N° 0430-8772.
2. 1725 MM IS TO SUIT VALENT END TREATMENT FOR STANDARD 22.5M AND FOR NON STANDARD LENGTHS AND OTHER END TREATMENTS "L" TO BE DETERMINED AS PART OF THE GUARDRAIL DESIGN.

This drawing is provided as a design guide only and is NOT to be used as a drawing for construction.

Numerical data: 0430-0769-1